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Our Assemblies

In our assembly time, Grade 5 Scholars took
charge of the theme "Inventions and their
Inventors." They skilfully depicted objects
linked to inventions and shared their
aspirations for future inventions, contributing
to a dynamic and engaging start to the day.

Inventions and
their Inventors

Spreading Positivity

Time is precious, and its wise use is essential
for everyone. Discipline, a crucial element in
students' lives, took centre stage in the Grade
4 Scholars Assembly. Through a skit and
choreography, students effectively conveyed
the value of time, highlighted priorities, and
emphasized seizing opportunities in life.

Time is Precious

In the Grade 2 Believers assembly focused on
expressing ideas and culture through stories,
students dressed as renowned writers,
performed a captivating story, highlighting the
valuable lessons stories teach us.

Ideas & Culture
through stories

"In a world where you can be anything, be
kind." The Edifians of Grade 2 Inquirers
celebrated and emphasized the importance of
kindness in the assembly, encouraging
continued practice and gratitude for its
positive impact on everyone.



Our Assemblies
Grade 4 Pioneers enchanted everyone with a
heartfelt Diwali-themed skit and lively dance
performances. The presentation beautifully
portrayed the radiant spirit of Diwali,
emphasizing the beauty of love, care, and unity
among us. It served as a reminder that the true
magic of Diwali is woven into the threads of
kindness, illuminating not only our homes but
also the hearts of everyone we touch.

Diwali Fun

World Vaccination
Day

G5 Edifians showcased an assembly on 'Good
Manners,' embodying their words with well-
behaved and obedient conduct. The narrators
delivered a delightful introduction, setting the
stage for the emphasis on inculcating good
manners through a skit.

Good Manners

The Edifians of Grade 2 Challengers
enthusiastically participated in an assembly
focused on the theme of Thanksgiving,
emphasizing the importance of attitude as
gratitude.

Thanksgiving

On World Vaccination Day, MSP students at
Edify World School organized an enlightening
assembly, empowering our community with
awareness and knowledge about the
importance of vaccination.



Our Assemblies
The assembly led by Grade 4 Achievers,
creatively adapted the famous TV show KBC to
demonstrate their knowledge on the theme of
Invention and Discoveries. Ayaan Khan
delivered an exceptional presentation while
conducting the pledge.

KBC

DID YOU
KNOW?

Sudan has more pyramids than any country in the world!

Not only does Sudan has more pyramids than Egypt, but the

numbers aren’t even close.

While 138 pyramids have been discovered in Egypt, Sudan

boasts around 255 pyramids.

Ride on a hilarious adventure with theRide on a hilarious adventure with theRide on a hilarious adventure with the

Suppandi comic book collection!Suppandi comic book collection!Suppandi comic book collection!

Suppandi's quirky antics andSuppandi's quirky antics andSuppandi's quirky antics and

misadventures will have you in stitches.misadventures will have you in stitches.misadventures will have you in stitches.

Perfect for a dose of laughter and aPerfect for a dose of laughter and aPerfect for a dose of laughter and a
break from the ordinary!break from the ordinary!break from the ordinary!

Book recommendation by

Pranav and Lakshith of Grade

4 Pioneers
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PITHANI BHASHVIKA RATNA,
GRADE 4 INQUIRERS
Pithani Bhashvika Ratna of Grade 4 Inquirers takes the
spotlight, earning the prestigious Balaratna award for
her outstanding participation and support at the grand
2023 Children's Day celebrations and dance festival by
Vijaya Madhavi Seva Samskruthika Academy! An
extraordinary achievement that truly deserves
applause and recognition! Congratulations on this
remarkable accomplishment! The entire School
community is immensely filled with pride.

PRANAVI KABRA OF GRADE 1  
ACHIEVERS
Congratulations to Pranavi Kabra of Grade 1 for
participating in the Genius Kid Mind Sports
Championship held on October 2, 2023, in
Mumbai! Pranavi has achieved remarkable
success, earning the Versatile Medalist Award
[Toddler Knight Star I]. Well done on this
outstanding accomplishment!

VEDADNYA OF GRADE 5 EXPLORERS
Congratulations to Vedadnya Ramesh Vemula, the
runner-up in the U-10 boys category! Vedadnya
showcased remarkable skill and sportsmanship at
the HDTA Ranking Tennis Tournament organized
by SITE Sports. This is a noteworthy achievement,
and we applaud Vedadnya for his excellent
performance. Well done!

In the constellation of accomplishments at Edify World School, our
star performers glitter with extraordinary brilliance. Each of these
outstanding individuals left a lasting impression through their
dedication and noteworthy accomplishments. We are proud to
celebrate these students' remarkable success stories who have
brought immense pride to our school community. Their
accomplishments underscore the commitment to excellence that
defines Edify World School.
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ISHAQ SHARIEF, A GRADE 4
COMMUNICATORS
Congratulations to Ishaq Sharief, a Grade 4
Communicator, for securing the third place at the
12th Inter School Skating Championship. Their
outstanding achievement shines brightly and fills
us with pride. Well done! 

Congratulations to Sasi Hasini of Grade 6 for
being adorned with a silver medal in chess in the
U-13 girls category at the SFA Championships
2023-24! This is a fantastic achievement, and we
commend Sasi for her skill and dedication. Well
done! 

SASI HASINI OF GRADE 6 INQUIRERS

1. When things go wrong what can you always
count on? 
2. The more you take, the more you leave behind.
What are they?
3. What has hands but cannot clap. 

[Your fingers]

[Footsteps]

[A clock]

Riddles

Manaswini, Grade 4 Pioneers

Why did the boy take a ladder to the school?
He thought he was going to a High School

The boy saw a lion in his backyard
but did not get scared. Why?

It was a DandelionManvi Sharma,
Grade 6 CBSE Inquirers



Main Events
Young Edifians' Marketplace 

(YEM)
Grade 4 learners have reached a
significant milestone in their
education journey! Through an
engaging entrepreneurship event,
students presented their first business
setups, creatively showcasing Best out
of Waste projects aligned with
UNSDG and the 3 Rs (Reduce, Reuse,
Recycle). The Young Edifians'
Marketplace (YEM) event integrated
financial literacy, management,
marketing, communication skills, and
teamwork, leaving a lasting impact on
our young learners. Practical
knowledge gained from this
experience reinforces the idea that
hands-on learning has a profound
impact. The joy, confidence, and
enthusiasm radiating from the happy
faces of our young Edifians were truly
unmatched.



CHILDREN’S DAY CELEBRATIONS- A DAYCHILDREN’S DAY CELEBRATIONS- A DAY
DEDICATED TO OUR BELOVED ANGELS- OURDEDICATED TO OUR BELOVED ANGELS- OUR

LEARNERSLEARNERS

The Children's Day celebrations were a
mesmerizing experience for all our educators,
as our learners showcased their creativity with
best out of waste costumes, adding a unique
touch to the day. A big shout-out to parents for
not only helping their kids shine brightly in their
costumes but also helping them convey
meaningful messages during the fancy dress
competition, which felt more like an adorable
fashion show. The festivities spanned across
the school, captivating our learners in various
ways. Educators, leading the assembly,
infused the day with fun skits, dance
performances, speeches, and the heartfelt
connection shared between students and
teachers. It was surprising and heart-warming
to witness our students encouraging and
cheering us on, displaying their compassion
not only to their peers but also to the elders.
Their gestures, including wishes like "Best of
luck" and "All the best," truly reflected their
kind and supportive nature.



The Festival of
Lights

Edify World School celebrated Diwali
school-wide on November 10, 2023,
emphasizing the theme of 'Green
Diwali, Clean Diwali.' The vibrant event
featured a special assembly with
shlokas and a lively dance
performances by students and skit
conveying the spirit of Diwali. The
importance of the festival was
elucidated, and students took pleasure
in embellishing earthen diyas, creating
rangoli, and engaging in various other
activities. The joyous Diwali
celebrations were wholeheartedly
embraced by the school community.
Here are some vibrant pictures
capturing the essence of the
celebration.



EDITALK- CELEBRATING
THE SUCCESS AND

POSITIVE EXPERIENCES
This initiative was truly heartening. These sessions served as a valuable

platform, offering insights into various professions and aiding our
young aspirants in exploring their future paths. The journey of our

resource persons are not only inspiring but also showcases the diverse
possibilities ahead. We extend our gratitude for sharing sweet

memories and engaging stories during these enriching session. The
participation of three notable individuals, 

Ms. Nazia Khan- Chemical Engineer, Mohammed Aminuddin,
Director & Chief of Bondrich Group, and Dr. Hidayathullah

Gulfarosh- MBBS,MS , M Ch Urology, added to the vibrancy of the
conversation. We eagerly anticipate more such interactive and

enlightening sessions for our enthusiastic learners.

P. Sahasra, Grade 7 Thinkers



THE EWS AUTUMN

CARNIVAL

On November 18, 2023, the Autumn Carnival dazzled
with talent and compassion. Inaugurated by the

school's leadership, the event showcased captivating
performances, entrepreneurial feats by young

learners, and active participation from about 5000
parents. Festivities included clowns, games, and a

surprise flash mob, culminating in heartfelt wishes
to the Indian Cricket Team. 



Field Trips

Botanical Garden

SRI KOTLA VIJAYABHASKAR REDDY
BOTANICAL GARDEN,

Grade 1 students had an enriching trip to SRI
KOTLA VIJAYABHASKAR REDDY BOTANICAL
GARDEN, exploring 'Man-Made and Natural'
themes in alignment with 'World Law.' Amid
vibrant flora, they engaged in fun activities
and immersive learning, fostering a deeper
understanding of the balance between
human intervention and the natural world.
The experiential journey ignited curiosity
and appreciation for our planet's ecosystems
among these young minds.

Twinkle Jalu, Grade 5 Thinkers



Messages from our
coordinators

Dear Edify World School Attapur Community,

Let's take a walk through a serious talk! In school,
every child is assigned to a teacher who plays a
crucial role in shaping their future. Teachers not only
revise syllabuses but also serve as advisors, laying
the foundation of every country.

However, the strength of a nation's educational
system is often overlooked. At Edify World School
Attapur, we are committed to changing this
narrative. Join us in making a difference! Your
support and contribution are crucial in this journey
toward positive change. Let's come together as a
community and extend our hands to those in need.

Together, we can make a lasting impact.

IK 1 & 2 
"HUNGER is not an issue of charity. It is an
issue of JUSTICE."
Edify World School Attapur has begun a new
initiative called "EK MUTTHI ANAAJ." Little by
little, bit by bit, the Edify Family has started to
feed the world with a handful of grains. Our
main motive is to sensitize our students and
parents to the poverty issues that we face in
rural India and to instill in our students the
quality of service to others. We are thankful
to our parents for their contribution and
support.

IK-3 

Ms. Trupti

Ms. Sabiha 



This Month in IKs

IK3 Delves into the World of Farm Animals and Wool
Production.

IK-1 Children Soak in Fresh Air and Sunlight in the
Garden

IK2 Students Run, Crawl, Jump, and Hop in a Sports Day
Extravaganza

IK3 Students Learn the Art of Folding Clothes in a
Wonder Room Activity

IK2 Students Engage Enthusiastically in Traffic
Education

Exploring Farm Life

Morning Adventures

Active Fun

Neat and Tidy

Road Safety Awareness

IK3 Students Learn About Animals and Their Diverse
Habitats

Habitat Exploration



This Month in IKs

IK2 Teachers Transform into Characters for a Farm
Animal Lesson

IK-1 Children Engage in an Amazing Pre-Math
Activity

IK3 Explores the World of Water Animals and Their
Habitats

IK3 Students Enhance Speaking Skills with Animal Topics

IK-2 Children Build Social Skills and Community Bonds

Old McDonald's Farm

Full and Empty Exploration

Aquatic Adventures

Spin the Bottle Speech

Circle Time Connection

IK-1 Children Play a Game to Develop Balance and
Stability

Balancing Act



This Month in IKs

IK3 Students Create Paper Craft Peacocks in Group
Activity

Maintenance of an appropriate body temperature—

and eating provides a major contribution to
maintaining body heat.

IK2 Enjoys Hands-On Learning

IK-1 Children Develop Coordination and Fine Motor Skills

IK3 Students Make Paper Craft Caterpillars in a
Learning Activity

Birds and Nature

Food and Body Temperature (IK1)

Farm Animal Fun

Sorting Shapes

Insect Exploration



This Month in IKs

IK2 Students Get Creative Exploring Aquatic
Animals

DIY Aquarium Craft

IK3 Students Craft Nests with Paper Eggs and Grass

Bird Nest Making

IK3 Students Create Animal Shadows in a Flour-Sieving
Activity

Shadow Fun

Learning about shapes helps children identify and begin
to understand what they see in their environment.

Shapes in numbers, signs and symbols. (IK -2)

IK2 Students Explore Bird Characteristics and Nest
Making

Birds and Feathers



This Month in IKs

IK-2 Students Learn About Nutrition and Create Fruit
Turkey Craft

Dry Fruit Day

IK-1 Children Delight in Discovering the Color Violet

Violet Day Exploration

Deetya, Grade 6 CAIE Inquirers Mokshith, Grade 5 Explorers



Messages from our
coordinators

“Unveiling Our New Initiative - Star Student Performer

Dear Edifians, we're thrilled to introduce our newest
initiative, "Spotlight on Star Student Performers," a

platform dedicated to recognizing the outstanding
talent and dedication of our students at Edify World

School Attapur. Starting every Friday, we'll proudly
announce our Star Students, inviting parents to join us

the following Thursday for an enriching interaction. This
initiative not only celebrates individual achievements

but also highlights the exceptional social skills
displayed by our Edifians. Join us in supporting and

uplifting the brilliance of our young stars as we embark
on this inspiring journey together!

GRADE-1 
“Join in the celebration of learning, growth, and
dedication! With each passing day, we, as
coordinators, aspire to embody
professionalism, nurturing young minds as
generous teachers do, supporting parents as
counselors, and continuing our journey of
learning without boundaries. Together, let's
persist in creating a nurturing environment
where education thrives, and where every
moment is an opportunity for both students
and educators to flourish. Here's to a future
filled with endless possibilities and an
unwavering commitment to excellence, in the
spirit of Edify World School, where learning
knows no bounds!”

Grade- 2

Ms. Reshma 

Ms. Anmol 



Messages from our
coordinators
Grade - 3
“With Opportunity Comes responsibility 
- By Winston Churchill 
I personally believe in this thought provoking
quote . As students embrace opportunities, a
vital truth unfolds: with opportunity comes
responsibility. Each chance to learn or lead
carries the weight of accountability. By seizing
opportunities, students step into a realm where
diligence, ethical choices, and commitment
are their guiding forces, shaping not only their
own paths but also influencing the world
around them. So, when students grab
opportunities, they also take on the
responsibility to do things well and be
trustworthy.”

GUESS THE WORD ?

M_ T_ S _ A

THIS BEACH IS CONSIDERED TO
BE THE BEST IN GREECE. WHICH IS IT?

Ms. Suman 



DISCOVERING EARTH'S BOUNTY
Grade 1 Learners Dove into the World
of Natural Resources

This Month in PSP -I

WORDS IN TECHNICOLOR
Grade 2 Edifians Spice Up Learning
with Adjective Mastery

GREEN THUMBS AT WORK
Grade 3 Students Witness Seed
Germination in Action

प��सल के छ�लन
Grade 3 के छा�� ने रचना�क ग�त�व�ध से
ली सीख



MATH ADVENTURES
Grade 3 Edifians Explored Division Dynamics with a
Creative Twist

ECO EXPLORERS
Grade 1 Edifians Learned Environmental
Responsibility Through Sorting and Recycling

STORYTELLING HEIGHTS
Grade 2 Climbed The Story Mountain for Creative
Expression

ADJECTIVE EXTRAVAGANZA
Grade 1 enhanced the Power of Words and
Imagination

TIME-TESTED
Grade 2 Edifians Master AM and PM in Experiential
Learning



PHYSICS PLAYGROUND
Grade 1 Embarked on a Thrilling Adventure in
Motion and Measurement

BLOCK GRAPH BONANZA
Grade 2 Edifians Embraced Experiential Learning
and became competent in the block graph

GRAPHING SUCCESS
Grade 2 Explores Pictograph Dynamics in
Engaging Hands-On Activity

MATH MAGIC
Grade 1 Engaged in the Activity, Making
Arithmetic an Adventure

OUTDOOR MATH EXPLORATION
Grade 3 Edifians Calculated Area and Perimeter in
Shaded Figures



MEASURING GROWTH
Grade 3 Explores Plant Development Through
Hands-On Observation

GREEN CRUSADERS
Grade 3 Edifians Lead 'Save the Environment'
Rally for Awareness

ECO WARRIORS IN ACTION
Grade 1 Students Embraced Sustainable
Practices

REFLECTIONS OF CHARACTER
Grade 2 Edifians Explored Traits through a
Milestone Activity

TIME CRAFTERS
Grade 1 Embarked on a Creative Journey with
Colorful Paper Clocks



FROM
OUR COORDINATORS

Edify's commitment to a holistic
approach in nurturing students, is
evident by initiatives like Editalk.
These programs are instrumental in
expanding the perspectives beyond
the classroom, connecting Learners
with real-world experiences. The
emphasis on diverse viewpoints
exposes learners to a wide array of
ideas and potential career paths,
aiding then in making informed
decisions about their future. Edify's
focus on providing a comprehensive
view of different fields aligns
perfectly with the changing
landscape of education, contributing
to the development of learners as a
versatile individual. In conclusion,
initiatives like Editalk significantly
enhances the educational journey,
fostering meaningful connections,
presenting diverse perspectives, and
preparing for a dynamic and
evolving world. Stay tuned to
discover more about what Edify has
in store to shape our learners'
perspectives and personalities.

MS. ANURADHA
PSP- II Coordinator

As a coordinator, I often find myself
feeling overwhelmed witnessing our
little learners grow up so fast—faster
than we could have ever imagined.
The remarkable pace at which they
are evolving truly gives profound
meaning to the terms when they are
referred to as Gen Zs and
Generation Alpha.



Grade 4 Embraced 'Kerala ka
Nimanthran' to Uncover the Spice-
rich Tapestry of the State

THIS MONTH IN PSP - II
Exploring Kerala

Decimal Delight
Grade 5 Engaged in Practical
Learning, Rounding off Bill Amounts
for a Real-world Grasp of
Mathematics

Grade 4 Unveiled Identity
Through Flag Design, Fostering
Creativity and Understanding of
Diversity

Cultural Canvas

Alina Fatima, Grade 7 Inquirers



Messages from our
coordinators

"The world of Performing Arts is quite fascinating. It
offers a new perspective into a child's creative mind.

At Edify, a student's holistic development doesn't solely
focus on academics but extends into the enchanting

realm of performing arts, including instrumental music
(such as Guitar, Piano, Drums, and Vocal singing),

drawing and painting, craft modelling, and
western/classical dance, to name a few. This not only

adds new skills to a child's personality but also shapes
their mind, contributing to the development of their

character. Spending time with our team of art
facilitators for learning opens up a whole new level of

artistic capabilities for our students. It's fun, it's electric,
and it's a time of shared learning among students."

MSP
COORDINATOR
 "Education is not the filling of a pail, but the
lighting of a fire." - William Butler Yeats

“In my role as the Middle School Coordinator,
I've witnessed the magic that happens when
education transcends textbooks. At Edify
World School, we believe in igniting that fire
within our students. Our teaching practices
go beyond conventional methods,
emphasizing hands-on experiences that
inspire curiosity and critical thinking.
Supported by our management, every- 

PERFORMING ARTS
COORDINATOR

-initiative is geared toward nurturing not just academic growth but also life skills
crucial for global citizenship. We're passionate about sculpting compassionate,
innovative, and responsible individuals who will positively impact our community and
the world. The unwavering support from our parent community is invaluable, working
hand in hand with us to foster a nurturing environment for our students' holistic
development.”

Ms. Mariya

Mr. Jonathan



Messages from our
coordinators
SPORTS HOD
I Really Think a Champion is Defined not by
their win, but how they can recover when they
fall - SERENA WILLIAMS

Reflecting on Serena Williams' insightful words
– 'I really think a champion is defined not by
their win, but how they can recover when they
fall' – I am energized as the Head of the Sports
Department to witness the profound spirit of
sportsmanship and dedication exhibited by our
students.Our commitment to fostering a culture
of excellence in athletics is unwavering. 

This year promises to be filled with exciting sporting events, opportunities for growth,
and the development of not only physical skills but also resilience and teamwork.

I encourage all students to embrace the challenges that come their way,
remembering that true champions are defined not just by victories but by their ability
to rise after a fall. Let's work together to create an environment where every student
can explore their potential, develop a love for sports, and build lifelong skills that
extend beyond the playing field.

Find your inner piece  
Mindful colouring puzzle

Instructions: Colour in the picture,
then cut around the pieces. Ask a
friend or family member if they can
put your puzzle back together.  

Mr. Venkat 



Class 7 Explored Changing Food Trends and
the Vanishing Local Delicacies

This month in MSP

Adventures Around Scientific
Measurement

Grade 6 CBSE Integrated Decimal Concepts
with Creative Expression

Grade 6 CBSE Students Used Screw Gauge and
Vernier Caliper

Preserving Culinary
Heritage

Artistic Decimals



Grade 9 immersed themselves into Concepts
of Organic Farming and Crop Protection

This month in MSP

Imagination Unleashed

Grade 9 Tells APJ Abdul Kalam's Story
through Puppet Show

7th Grade Edifians Measured Cricket Ground
Dimensions

Grade 8 CBSE Creates Diamante Poems in Poetry
Exploration

Organic Classroom

Flipped Classroom

Maths in Action



Grade 6 CBSE Learned About Open and
Closed Circuits Practically

This month in MSP

��ణ �ం��� ఆడ���
�స�-8

Grade 7 CAIE Created Particle Models for
Neutralization Reactions

Playing in Rural Areas : Aspects of
Celebrations and Entertainment

��క� మ�� ���ల అం��

Electric Adventures

Chemistry in Action



Word from our special Educator
Fostering a Love for Reading

A Collaborative Effort between Parents and Teachers

In the journey of developing robust reading skills in children, the partnership between

parents and teachers plays a pivotal role. Both at home and in the classroom, a

collaborative approach creates an environment where literacy flourishes, and a love for

reading is instilled.

Parents as Reading Champions

At home, parents are the first educators, setting the stage for a child's literacy journey.

Creating a reading-friendly environment involves having a diverse collection of age-

appropriate books accessible. Reading aloud to children not only aids language

development but also sparks a joy for stories. Promoting inquiries and discussions regarding

the material improves comprehension abilities. Allocating specific time for reading,

incorporating it into daily habits, and serving as reading role models are crucial ways in

which parents can contribute. Focusing on individual interests guarantees that children have

access to books that align with their hobbies.

Teachers as Literacy Guides

In the structured learning environment of the classroom, teachers are literacy guides,

employing diverse teaching methods to cater to different learning styles. Interactive

activities such as group readings and book discussions make the learning experience

engaging. Providing individualized attention, identifying reading levels, and offering

appropriate materials are crucial aspects. Teachers play a vital role in building vocabulary,

comprehension, and critical thinking skills through guided reading sessions and literacy-

focused activities.

Enhancing Reading Skills through Newspapers

Introducing newspapers provides an extra avenue for cultivating reading skills. It involves

exposing children to various subjects, enhancing their knowledge, and refining vocabulary.

It's crucial to select age-appropriate content with guidance from parents and teachers, so

children can comprehend and engage with the material, asking questions and expressing

opinions. Early exposure to newspapers contributes to literacy and a broader worldview,

complementing a collaborative approach between parents and teachers in building a strong

foundation for children's reading skills.

Ms. Anjum
B.Ed. Special Education. Certified in Learning Disorders.



PARENTING TIPS: “LET'S REFRAME”PARENTING TIPS: “LET'S REFRAME”

UMA DEVI
MSc Psychology, BSc,
BEd, Certified Career
Counsellor, Certified
Child Psychologist,
Certified Neuro &
Biopsychologist

In the fast-paced tapestry of modern life fostering meaningful
connections with our kids becomes paramount. Amidst the
daily hustle, the delicate art of connecting with our kids
requires deliberate effort and attention. This month we
explore strategies that go beyond routine, offering insights
into building enduring relationships.

Nurturing bonds: The art of connecting with
our kids

Active listening

This is the core of any strong connection. We need to actively
listen, taking time to truly hear our children's thoughts and
feelings, which lays the foundation for open communication
and understanding. Let us try to listen to our kids.

Quality family time

Involving kids in decision-making

In the rush of responsibilities, carving out dedicated family
time is a powerful investment. It can be a shared meal like
dinner time or just a simple game night, which creates long-
lasting memories and deepens the ties that bind.

Empowering children by involving them in the decision-making
process not only instils a sense of responsibility but also
nurtures their confidence and builds their self-esteem. When
their voices are heard and considered, a sense of belonging
flourishes. 

Appreciation and encouragement

In the journey of growth, every small step counts.
Expressing genuine appreciation for our children’s efforts
and accomplishments provides a positive framework for
their self-esteem to blossom.

Playtime engagement

Expressing affection

In the child's world, play is their language.
Engaging in their playtime activities not only
builds a bridge of understanding but also adds
a touch of joy to the parent-child relationship.
So let's play with our kids. 

In the ebb and flow of daily routines, the simple
act of expressing affection through hugs and
snuggles holds immeasurable significance.
Physical touch is a powerful language that
transcends words communicating love and
security.

So start initiating the moments of affection by
hugging and snuggling with your children
whenever it is possible and necessary.

Finally, as we navigate the intricate dance of
parenthood, let us remember, it's the small
intentional moments that weave the fabric of
strong parent-child connections and find
fulfillment in the precious moments we share.

Happy parenting!



## Let’s have a Math Talk ##
Have you ever wondered the number of ancestors in your family tree? 

Discovering the answers to these questions can be not only fun but also a way to
connect with your family. Genealogy Math provides an interesting method to find

out.

Interesting, isn’t it???
The formula for calculating the number of your ancestors is as simple as you

might expect- the number doubles with every generation. For instance, You have
2 parents. Each of your parents has 2 parents, making a total of 4. They, in turn,

each have 2 parents resulting in a total of 8, and so on.
 For an actual formula, use 2n=X. Replace n with the number of generations back

from you, and X will be the number of ancestors in that generation. 

Ms. K.V.Sharmila

MSP Subject 
Expert – Mathematics



“WE ARE THE PARENTS OF
VRIDHI, IK 3 ROSES”
"We are immensely grateful for the

transformative experience our child is having at

Edify World School. The nurturing environment,

dedicated teachers, and innovative curriculum

have exceeded our expectations. Our child is

thriving academically and personally, and we

couldn't be happier with our choice. Thank you,

Edify World School, for fostering a love for

learning and growth!"

PARENTS’ PERSPECTIVE

“I AM THE PARENT OF LAVANYA
SINGH - GRADE 3 EXPLORERS”
“I'm delighted to share my positive experience at

Edify World School Attapur, where my daughter is a

student. The school's well-maintained campus, state-

of-the-art facilities, and a focus on extracurricular

activities create an ideal learning environment. I

appreciate the commitment to providing a well-

rounded education and shaping my daughter's

educational journey positively. Grateful for the

outstanding experience at Edify World School

Attapur.”



We hope you'll enjoy it and find it useful.
Keep an eye out for the next edition!

www.edifyworldschoolattapur.com
Visit Us 

edifyworldschool_attapur Edify World School Attapur

UPCOMING EVENTS!!!
IM- 04 Assessments/Periodic Test- 03 -
1st December
Fit India Week- Closing Ceremony - 2nd
December

Brown Day [ESP] - 15th December

IM- 3 Assessment for IK- 3 - 12th
December

IM- 2 Assessment for IK- 2 - 12th
December

Coffee morning/PTM- 03 - 16th December

Shake-a-leg competition [PSP & IKs] -
21st December

Christmas Celebrations - 22nd
December
National Mathematics Day - 22nd
December

Stay Tuned!!!

https://edifyworldschoolattapur.com/
https://www.instagram.com/edifyworldschool_attapur/
https://www.facebook.com/EdifyWorldSchoolAttapur

